
Pop- Up Sno
wflake

Die-cut the pieces you will need to create the 3-tier pop-up snowflake.
The die set offers two options for the 3rd tier: a sentiment banner or a

circular snowflake label. 

Fold a 4-1/4" x 5-1/2" card base.
Trim a 4-1/4" x 5-1/2" front panel.
Cut a 2" x 5-1/2" strip of cardstock to cover
the card base back panel.

2. Interlock the two half-snowflake
pieces of the 2nd tier of the pop-up.

The back of the snowflake should look like
this. 

The 2nd tier of the snowflake is done...

 ASSEMBLING THE POP UP 

 1. Fold the larger snowflake in half and
over the pierced die-cut line. This is the

1st tier of the pop-up. Set aside.

This is how the tabs should look when
glued down.

 5. Unfold the large snowflake and insert
the smaller snowflake tabs into its die-cut

slits .

4. Fold upwards the bottom tabs of the
2n tier to create a crease. 
Then, straigthen them up.

6. . Fold the tabs upwards and align the
tabs fold with the edge of the slits to

them behind the 1st tier of the pop-up.

3. Fold in half. Then, fold the small tabs
upwards and glue them in place (This

step is optional).



7. Fold in half the 3rd tier piece of the pop-up. Then fold the bottom tabs upwards.

 9. Make sure the side tabs are aligned and glue the banner or label over the half-right
area of the pop-up 3rd tier as shown in the pictures. 

10.  Insert the banner tabs in the slits of
the  2nd  tier of the pop-up.

 It should look like this.

 8.  Apply glue over the half-right area of
the piece.

 11.  Apply glue over the 3rd tie tabs and
fold them upwards to glue them in place.

12.  Use the die in the picture to die-cut slits to affix the pop-up mechanism to the
card base. Align the die score line with the card base score line and use tape to hold

the die in place while die-cutting.

13. Fold the pop-up mechanism in half. 14. Then fold the next scoring lines
inwards and fold upwards the diagonal

side folds and bottom tabs. 

The folded mechanism should look like
this. 

 The Pop-Up is done!

 ATTACHING THE POP-UP TO THE CARD 

The two mechanism dies in the set have
embossed  "A" and "B" letters that will get

debossed in the die-cuts. These are
guides to attach the mechanism tab into

the correspondent slit. 



Note: This and the next step will allow the card base to be fully open once finished.

 
17. Glue the front panel to cover the mechanism tabs.

 18. Glue the 2" x5-1/2"  strip of cardstock
to the card base back to cover the

mechanism tabs.

 19.  Unfold the card and apply glue over
the mechanism as shown in the picture.

You are done!

16. Carefully fold the card base. Apply
glue on the tab,and glue them as shown.

The pop-ups mechanism should look like
this.

15. Insert the mechanism tabs in the slits.
Do one side first and with your hand hold
the tabs at the back while inserting the

other side tabs in place.

 20.  Fold the pop-up and align its side
edge with the centre fold of the

mechanism.

 21.  Fold the card and press down while
the glue dries.

Happy Crafting! x. Bibi

Bibi's Pop-up Snowflake die set will create a
5" x -1/4" pop-up that can be used to
create 4-1/4" x 5-1/2" cards or larger.

The dies in the set can be used to create
snowflake-shaped windows, toppers for
cards, boxes, memory albums and more... 

The sky's the limit


